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Abstract:
Faced with the challenge of effectively translating an ex-

ponentially growing number of transistors into improved
performance, architects have begin to explore partitioned
and distributed architectures. Such designs, called dis-
tributed ILP, require that a program be correspondingly par-
titioned to execute on sucn an architecture. The quality of
this partition is important as it greatly influences the ulti-
mate performance of the system. The search space of possi-
ble partitions is exponentially large, necessitating a heuristic
search. In practice, simulation is much too slow to use as a
guide for the heuristic, and an analytical model is more ap-
propriate.

In this paper we develop a framework for constructing
models of distributed ILP systems and present an analyti-
cal model for one such system: WaveScalar. The model has
four primary components: latency, data migration, band-
width and execution resource contention. We begin by mod-
elling each component individually to determine the relative
influence of each factor on the system and use the resulting
information to construct a single, holistic view of system per-
formance. The predictions of the resulting model show a -.85
correlation with actual performance. Such accuracy makes
the model a fitting guide in a heuristic search for the best
application partition.

1 Introduction

Moore’s Law, which states that the number of transis-
tors available to computer architects doubles every eighteen
months, has held for the past decade, and is predicted to re-
main accurate for at least the next decade. However, system
performance will face new challenges keeping up with this
blistering pace. The challenge architects face is managing
an ever-growing set of resources and effectively translating
them into improved performance. Studies have shown that
there is more instruction-level parallelism (ILP) available in
programs [1] than processors have yet managed to exploit.

Traditional architectures rely on several centralized struc-
tures, such as the instruction queue, inter-functional unit by-
pass logic, and load-store queue, which limit their ability to
scale. The size of such structures grows exponentially num-
ber of underlying resources, or functional units, they serve.
This prevents processors from simply adding more resources
to further exploit the available application parallelism.

Distributed ILP systems are one response to this chal-
lenge. They achieve scalability by partitioning central-
ized structures, or eliminating them entirely where possi-
ble thus avoiding their exponential growth. Several recently
proposed systems, including nanoFabrics [2], TRIPS [3],
RAW [4], SmartMemories [5], and WaveScalar [6] belong
to this class.

However, in order to execute an application on such a par-
titioned and distributed architecture, the application must be
correspondingly partitioned and distributed. As there are
an exponential number of ways to partition an application,
exhaustively exploring them all becomes infeasible. Thus,
we must rely on heuristics to selectively explore the search
space. This raises the question: With what do we guide our
search? Our aim is to find the application partitioning that
performs best, so the ideal approach would be to simulate
each partition we want explore and to to measure how it per-
forms. Unfortunately, simulation is much too slow to make
this a viable possibility. A more practical approach is to de-
velop an analytical model of the system that accurately pre-
dicts performance but is simple enough to be a suitable guide
for our search. The development of such a model is the con-
tribution of this work.

Here we develop a model of ne specific distributed ILP
architecture, WaveScalar, which is described in more detail
in Section 2. While this particular model was developed for
one system, we believe the framework is generalizable to
other distributed ILP architectures and can be applied with
the same degree of success. Because WaveScalar shares the
core features of any distributed ILP architecture, we expect
any architecture-specific differences between models based
on this framework to be superficial only.

Our model predicts performance of the WaveScalar sys-
tem quite accurately, with predicted and actual performance
correlating with a coefficient of -.85. Given this high corre-
lation, the model provides a quick and accurate indicator of
ultimate performance. It can thus be used to guide optimiza-
tion of the application placement. Here we present, in detail,
the model’s development and evaluation.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 describes the salient details of WaveScalar. Section 3
presents the methodology used to develop the model. Sec-
tions 5 through 7 detail the development and evaluation of
the model. In Section 4 we clarify our relation to other simi-
lar research projects and conclude in Section 8.
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Figure 1:The WaveCache and cluster:A 3x3 WaveCache
with nine clusters, and details of one cluster.

2 Background

2.1 WaveScalar Architecture

Before describing the details of the placement problem for
WaveScalar [6] it is helpful to briefly present the details of
the architecture. The reader is referred to Swanson, et al
[6] for a more complete discussion of the processor and its
dataflow execution model. In WaveScalar, as in all dataflow
architectures (e.g. [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]) the applica-
tion is represented to the processor as a dataflow graph, with
control dependencies translated into data dependencies. The
binary is simply an encoding of this graph.

The architecture itself is called the WaveCache and is
shown in Figure 1. As can be seen, the design is heirarchical
and highly regular. At the lowest level of the heirarchy is the
Processing Element(PE) which contains an ALU capable
of executing any instruction in the instruction set. Program
instructions are stored at the same PE in which they are exe-
cuted. In addition, PEs are virtualizable, meaning that mul-
tiple instructions can be stored at a PE at one time. PEs are
grouped intodomains. The size of a domain is limited by the
following restriction: all intra-domain communication must
happen within a single cycle. Currently there are 16 PEs per
domain. Four domains, together with a piece of the L1 data
cache, a store buffer1, and a network switch make up aclus-
ter. A cluster is the smallest component that can execute a
program. This design can be replicated as many times as
space allows or as performance requires.

Instructions communicate explicitly via an interconnect
network rather than via a register file as in traditional ar-
chitectures. The network switches are used for both intra-

1This component implements Wave-Ordered Memory, the mechanism
which preserves total load-store ordering, allowing C-style imperative code
to execute. See Swanson, et al [6] for details of this algorithm

and inter-cluster communication. Each network switch can
communicate with its vertical and horizontal neighbors. As
can be inferred from the preceding description and from Fig-
ure 1, the architecture’s complete L1 data cache is distributed
across all clusters. The L2 cache and coherence directory
surround the computation elements.

For large applications, the WaveCache might not be large
enough to hold all of the instructions at once. Instead, the
grid acts as an instruction cache, caching the application’s
working set. Hence the name WaveCache.

2.2 WaveScalar Placement

As mentioned earlier, an application is represented as a graph
in which the nodes represent instructions, and the edges in-
dicate an operand dependency. In WaveScalar we refer to the
task of partitioning the applicationplacement. Placement is
essentially a mapping of instructions onto PEs. There are
two independant dimensions along which a mapping can be
classified: creation time (either static or dynamic) and muta-
bility (either mutable or immutable). Static mappings are
created before a program is executed and unlike dynamic
mappings do not consider any runtime properties of the ap-
plication. Along the second axis, immutable mappings are
mappings for which an instruction’s assignment to a PE can-
not be changed once it is initially set, and so an instruction
will always execute in the same PE. Mutable mappings allow
the mapping to change as the program executes and therefore
allow instructions to migrate from PE to PE.

This work is applicable to both dynamic and static map-
pings. With respect to mutability we restrict ourselves to im-
mutable mappings. Before addressing the more challenging
task of evaluating mutable mappings one must first under-
stand the simpler case of immutable mappings.2

Though simpler, discerning the best immutable mappings
is no small task. For an application withn instructions, and
a WaveCache withp processing elements, there areO(np)
possible mappings. This makes any sort of exhaustive search
infeasible, therefore we need to use a heuristic search. The
task of the heuristic is illustrated in Figure 2. Which is the
best of mappings (a), (b), and (c) (or any of the other possi-
bilities for that matter)? On the one hand instructions which
communicate should be close, but not so densely packed that
the local communication overwhelms the network. This is
just one example of the often conflicting concerns, which
must be balanced in the ideal placement. Simulation allows
us to accurately evaluate a mapping but is unfortunately too
slow to be practical. Thus we must turn to an analytical
model of the system.

In the following section we present our framework for
finding a model which balances these tradeoffs.

2While the WaveCache is multithreaded [15], here we use only single-
threaded applications.
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Figure 2:WaveScalar Application Layout: Several possi-
ble layouts of a sample application graph are proposed. Only
intra-domain communication is indicated by arrows in the
layouts. For a graph withn nodes and a WaveCache withp
processing elements there areO(np) possible layouts. The
task of a placement heuristic is to distinguish those that will
perform best.

2.3 Model Inputs

The model will use three pieces of input: a proposed assign-
ment of instructions to PEs, an application profile, and the
WaveCache parameters.

The application profile used here is a very simple fre-
quency profile. Like the application itself, it is represented as
a graph, shown in Figure 3. The nodes represent program in-
structions, and the directed edges that connect them indicate
operand producer-consumer relationships. These edges are
annotated with the number of times an operand was passed
from producer to consumer during profiled execution. The
profile includes a second type of node, an address node, each
of which represents an address (of cache-line size granular-
ity) in memory that was accessed by the application. Address
nodes are connected to the instructions which access them by
undirected edges. These edges also have weights indicating
the number of profiled accesses.

The WaveCache parameters are used to tell the heuristic
what hardware resources are available. Table 1 details the
parameters used for experiments presented in this paper.

3 Methodology

We develop a heuristic to estimate the quality of a place-
ment by first modeling separately the architectual compo-
nents which come to bear on the quality of an instruction
placement. The four components with which we begin are:
operandlatency, distributeddata cache behavior, operand
bandwidthdemands, andcontentionamongst instructions
for residence in the WaveCache. These components are de-
scribed in detail in Section 5.
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Figure 3:WaveScalar Application Profile

We evaluate each component model using a cycle-
accurate, event-driven WaveScalar simulator. We use a set
of six benchmarks: two from SPEC [16] Int (gzip,mcf), two
from SPEC Float (equake, art), and two from Splash2 [17]
(fft, ocean). For each benchmark, eight possible instruction
mappings are produced. We used eight relatively simple al-
gorithms to produce these mappings for each benchmark.
The algorithms, described briefly now, were chosen as sim-
ple, easily implementable algorithms which exercise the four
architectural components on which our model will be based.
This selection of mappings produces a range of operand la-
tencies, data cache demands, bandwidth demands and pro-
cessing element contention.

random Each instruction is assigned at random to any in-
struction in the WaveCache.

packed-random Each instruction is assigned randomly to
one of a restricted set of processing elements. The set of
PEs to which instructions can be assigned is restricted
to a physically contiguous region large enough to hold
the complete program, but no larger.

static-stripe Each instruction is assigned in static program
order to each processing element. Processing elements
are filled to capacity first, then processed row by row.
Domains are filled next, followed by the entire cluster,
and finally spilling into the next cluster.

dynamic-stripe Processing elements are filled in the same
order asstatic-stripe but instructions are assigned in
dynamic program order.



WaveCache Capacity 16, 384 static instructions (16 per PE)
PEs per Domain 16 Domains per Cluster 4
PE Input Queue 8 entries, 2 ports (1r, 1w) Network Latency PE→Switch: 1 cycle
PE Output Queue 8 entries, 2 ports (1r, 1w) Switch→Switch: 1 cycle
L1 Caches 16KB, 4-way set associative,

64B line, 4 accesses per cycle
L2 Cache 16 MB shared, 128B line, 4-way

set associative, 20 cycle access
Main RAM 1000 cycle latency Network Switch 4-port, bidirectional

Table 1: Microarchitectural parameters of a proposed WaveCache
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Figure 4:Classification of Application Mappings:

depth-first-stripe Processing elements are filled in the
same order asstatic-stripe but instructions are assigned
in the order they are encountered in depth-first pre-order
traversal of the dataflow graph.

over-2-DFS Like depth-first-stripe except processing ele-
ments, instead of being filled to capacity, are filled to
double capacity before moving on to the next one.

over-4-DFS Like over-2-DFS except PEs are filled to
quadruple their capacity.

over-8-DFS Like over-4-DFSexcept PEs are filled to eight
times their capacity.

In Figure 4 we classify these algorithms according to the
classification laid out in Section 2. To evaluate a compo-
nent model we ran each of these forty-eight (six benchmarks,
eight mappings each) layouts through the model to obtain a
prediction. We then simulated each layout on a specially
configured simulator that isolated just the architectural fea-
ture we sought to model. For example, to measure only the
effects of operandlatency, we idealized the other three re-
sources (bandwidth, data andcontention) by providing in-
finite network ports, infinite store buffer ports and queue

length, idealized data caches, and infinite instruction capac-
ity at each processing element. With this simulator con-
figuration the only thing that could limit performance was
operand latency (and, of course, the application itself, but
this can be safely ignored as it is not affected by the instruc-
tion placement). With this data, we can calculate the corre-
lation between the predicted and measured performance.

These individual component models enable us to deter-
mine the relative influences of each component. Given the
competing nature of these components (e.g. latency v. con-
tention) these relative influences will allow us to assign
proper weights to each component when we combine them
into a unified model. To do this we quantify the averagecon-
tribution of each component according to Equation 1. Intu-
itively, the larger the variance seen across a wide range of
placements the greater the performance improvement that
can be gained by properly optimizing a given component.
We divide by the average over all placements in order to
determine the relative magnitude of this potential improve-
ment.

contributioncomponent =
variance(IPC) of all placements
average(IPC) over all placements

(1)

4 Related Work

At first glance, the instruction placement problem appears
similar to the existing and well-studied problem of place and
route in FPGA and ASIC synthesis ([18],[19]). However,
these problems fundamentally differ in the dynamicism the
underlying computation substrates elicit during execution.
The dynamic behavior of distributed ILP processors makes
predicting, and hence optimizing, application performance
far more challenging.

Another project that is similar in appearance is that in
mapping a neural network onto multiprocessor computers
[20]. Modeling of distributed ILP systems must take into
account several other components and the resulting interre-
lationships that bear on ultimate performance.

Any software transformations or optimizations [21] that
serve to increase or manage parallelism are complementary



to this work. Such transformations serve to improve the po-
tential performance of the application. The analytical model
presented here is applied to the resulting application, and its
aim is to enable the computing resources to realize as much
of the software-offered parallelism as possible.

Also complementary is the recent work on on chip inter-
connect implementations, [22]. As with the software trans-
formations, such hardware optimizations improvements can
also help performance, but are orthogonal in purpose to an
analytical model.

Performance models have proved extremely valuable in
other contexts and have been pursued for many architectures.
Many are based on statistical simulation [23], [24], [25], pro-
gram traces [26], or both [27]. However these focused on
superscalars, which have a dramatically different set of per-
formance considerations from a distributed ILP architecture.
Looking for models closer to this paradigm, one finds many
for parallel programs [28], parallel sequential machines [29],
and multithreaded machines [30], but these still do not ad-
dress distributed ILP.

Finally the existence of several ongoing research efforts to
design distributed ILP architectures illustrates the need for
an effective method of placing instructions. In addition to
WaveScalar these efforts include nanoFabrics [2], TRIPS [3],
RAW [4], and SmartMemories [5]. Since these architec-
tures all share the same core features, the performance model
framework and methodology presented hear should apply to
those systems as well.

5 Components of Performance

The model comprises four component models, each one de-
signed to model one factor that bears on the ultimate quality
of an instruction mapping. Here we present these four mod-
els. They have been divided into two classes, features which
favor densely packed mappings, and those that favor more
evenly dispersed mappings. The goal of the ultimate model
is to find a suitable tradeoff between these competing con-
cerns.

Before beginning, we define the variables and terms which
are used in these models:

n is the number of instructions in the application.

i refers to thei’th instruction,j refers to thej’th instruction.

Ci is the x, y physical location in the WaveCache of the
cluster containing instructioni. Cxi, andCyi are the
components individually. Similarly,Di andPi are the
location of the domain and processing element, respec-
tively, where instructioni is placed.

S(x,y) is the network switch in thex, y cluster.

Ti,j refers the amount of communication (or traffic) be-
tween instructionsi andj.

C C

C

CBB

A

Figure 5:Operand Latency: We expect operand communi-
cation to have varying latencies depending on how instruc-
tions are placed.

A is the set of cache-line sized addresses the application
uses.

a refers to a particular cache-line size address.

Mi,a refers to the number of memory accesses between in-
structioni and memory addressa.

MC,a refers to the number of memory accesses between all
instructions in clusterC and memory addressa. MC,a

can be defined in terms ofMi,a: MC,a =
∑

i∈C Mi,a.

Several times we refer to the distance between two items
in the WaveCache. We use the Manhattan-distance in
terms of clusters, domains or processing elements. This
distance,||Ci − Cj || is simply calculated as|Cxi −
Cxj |+ |Cyi − Cyj |.

5.1 Latency

With shrinking process sizes, on-chip communication is ex-
pected to increasingly dominate performance [31]. One ob-
vious determinant of performance in spatial architectures
is how much of this communication is local versus long-
distance. Given a pair of producer and consumer instruc-
tions, it would be much better to place them nearby each
other instead of on opposite sides of the WaveCache, particu-
larly if they execute frequently. If not, all the time spent wait-
ing for the operands to traverse the WaveCache will serve
only to increase execution time.

The operand latency model is a simple weighted sum of
all operand communication latencies. An operand is indi-
cated by an edge in the application’s dataflow graph. Fig-
ure 5 illustrates three different classes of communication in
the hierarchical communication model the WaveCache uses.



All intra-domain communication, labeled ’A’ in Figure 5, re-
quires only a constant single cycle. As this is the lowest
possible communication latency it is considered “free” and
contributes nothing to the final calculation (shown in Equa-
tion 2). If a pair of producer-consumer instructions are not
in the same domain (’B’ and ’C’ in Figure 5), the latency
estimate then depends on the distance between their respec-
tive clusters. The latency is calculated as shown in Equa-
tion 2. The extra two cycles are added to account for the
operand traveling from its source domain to the local clus-
ter’s network switch, and from the destination cluster’s net-
work switch to the destination cluster.

Latencyi,j =

{
0 if Di = Dj ,

Ti,j · (||Ci − Cj ||+ 2) otherwise.
(2)

The total latency estimate for a mapping is the summa-
tion of all of the operand latencies, each weighted by the
expected volume of traffic that travels that route. This fre-
quency comes directly from the application profile. Equa-
tion 3 shows the full calculation.

Latency =
∑

i

∑
j

(Ti,j × Latencyi,j) (3)

For each of the forty-eight mappings described in Sec-
tion 3 we calculated this latency value. We then simu-
lated each layout with the simulator configured such that
only operand latency would limit performance (with infinite
bandwidth, idealized data caches, and infinite WaveCache
capacity). The graph in Figure 6 shows the correlation be-
tween these two values (latency metric and normalized IPC)
for one benchmark,fft. Each point in the graph is one of the
eight instruction mappings detailed in Section 3.

The first column of the chart in Figure 6 gives the coef-
ficient of correlation for each benchmark. A correlation co-
efficient of 0 means there is no correlation between the two
data values, while 1 or -1 indicates perfect, linear correlation
and inverse correlation respectively. As we can see, in this
set of benchmarks the latency model nearly perfectly pre-
dicts the measured performance limited only by latency. We
also see an average contribution of.62 which indicates that
by we should be able to improve latency by roughly 62% via
careful placement.

5.2 Distributed Data Cache Behavior

In addition to operands, instructions share data indirectly
through memory. Two instructions might have a producer-
consumer relationship in which the producer writes a value
to a cache line, which is subsequently read by the consumer.
It is best to place such pairs of instructions in the same clus-
ter. The design of the cache-heirarchy is the reason for this.
As described in Section 2, the L1 cache is distributed across

the WaveCache with one portion in each cluster. When an in-
struction accesses memory it first checks the local L1 cache
of the cluster in which it is resident. If two instructions in
the same cluster are accessing the cache line it will be there
locally available to each of them. However if those two in-
structions are not in the same cluster, for one of the instruc-
tions it is considered an L1 cache miss. Because only one
copy of the cache line is maintained in the L1 cache, it must
be copied back and forth between any clusters from which it
is accessed.

Using the profile data we can calculate directly the number
of times each address is accessed from each cluster, for each
proposed instruction placement. What we cannot tell from
the profile information is how these accesses are distributed
over time. For example, suppose two instructionsiA andiB ,
resident in clustersCA andCB , were sharing a cache line
a. If iA completed all of its accesses beforeiB began its
accesses, there would be only two L1 misses: a compulsory
miss when the line is first loaded from the L2 cache into
CA’s L1 cache, and a sharing miss wheniB first accessesa
and the line is copied fromCA to CB . This access pattern is
illustrated in Figure 7.

At the opposite extreme is the case in whichiA andiB ’s
accesses are interleaved over time:iA accesses it first from
CA, theniB from CB , theniA from CA, and so on. In this
case all of the accesses would cause an L1 miss: first the
compulsory miss followed by a sequence of sharing misses.
This is illustrated in Figure 8.

For each of these extreme cases we can construct a sim-
ple model which calculates the number of L1 cache hits and
misses for a cache linea. Equations 4 and 5 calculate the
number of estimated misses and hits respectively under the
minimal-sharing-migrationmodel. Equations 6 and 7 show
the calculations for themaximal-sharing-contentioncase.

Minimal Sharing Migration

Missesa =
∑
C

{
1 if MC,a > 0,

0 otherwise.
(4)

Hitsa =

(∑
C

MC,a

)
−Missesa (5)

Maximal Sharing Contention

Missesa =

(∑
C

MC,a

)
−Hitsa (6)

Hitsa = MaxC{MC,a} − SecondMaxC{MC,a} (7)

Using the totals shown in Equations 9 and 8 we can calcu-
late an expected miss rate from each model.
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Figure 6:Operand Latency Metric Evaluation: On the left is a graph depicting simulated application performance versus
our latency metric for a single application,fft. Other applications are qualitatively similar. On the right is the correlation
between simulated performance and the latency metric for our application suite. Since higher latency should lower IPC, a
perfect correlation would be−1.
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Figure 7:Minimum Sharing Migration: Distributed
cache access pattern that minimizes L1 coherence
misses.
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Figure 8: Maximum Sharing Contention: Dis-
tributed cache access pattern that maximizes L1 co-
herence misses.
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Figure 10:fft Data Model Detail

Misses =
∑

a

Missesa (8)

Hits =
∑

a

Hitsa (9)

While data cache capacity does influence performance, we
have not included it in the data cache component because
variations in instruction placement do not affect the size of
its influence.

Observations from simulations suggest that approximately
80% of misses are compulsory and set-conflicts, while the
rest are sharing. Of the sharing misses less than 1%
of cache-lines exhibited severe contention. This suggests
the minimum-sharing-migration model will more accurately
model performance. To test this hypothesis we simulated the
WaveCache with no operand latency, bandwidth constraints,
or execution resource constraints. Only the data caches throt-
tle performance. The resulting application performance was
correlated against the miss ratio (Misses/(Misses+Hits))
predicted by the model. The results are shown in the table in
Figure 9.

Because a increased miss rate should yield poorer mem-
ory performance, an ideal correlation would be−1. Here
we see reasonable correlation most benchmarks. Also note
that the average contribution is significantly lower than that
of latency (.08 versus .62). This means we can effect perfor-
mance relatively less through the optimization of data cache
behavior when compared to operand latency.

5.3 Operand Network Bandwidth

Network bandwidth is the first of the hardware concerns that
would argue for more distrubuted instructions. While we
would like most communication to be local, if all of it is re-
stricted to the same physical section of the grid, all of the
concentrated network traffic will overwhelm the available
hardware and slow execution to a crawl. To build this con-
cern into the heuristic, we develop a component which char-

Figure 11: Overlapping Operand Bandwidth Demands:
Each operand may require bandwidth from a subset of the
network links.

acterizes the expected bandwidth behavior of a proposed ap-
plication layout. The WaveCache currently uses a dynamic
routing algorithm by which a message is routed in the direc-
tion of its destination with the path chosen randomly from
anomg the potential routes.

We estimate the bandwidth demands at each network link
in the following way: Given the random routing algorithm,
when instructioni sends an operand to instructionj it will
take one of many possible paths from the source cluster,Ci,
to the destination cluster,Cj . All of the possible paths are
contained within the rectangular region defined byCi and
Cj . We refer to this region, shown for two sample communi-
cation arcs in Figure 11, asBoundingBox(Ci, Cj). Over-
laying all of these rectangles for all operand communication
in the application, we can estimate the total expected band-
width requirements at each switch.

Across many messages, the aggregate bandwidth utiliza-
tion across these links is a predictable function of the layout
and profile data. The expected load atS(x,y) due to commu-
nication between instructioni andj, Loadx,y,i,j , is the sum
of all incoming link loads.
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Figure 9:Data Memory Metric Evaluation: On the left is a graph depicting simulated memory system performance versus
our data memory metric: expected miss rate. The graph shows the data points for each instruction layout forocean. On the
right is the correlation of data metric to simulated IPC for the other benchmarks.
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Figure 12: Bandwidth Demand Estimation: Estimated
bandwidth demands made by a single operand which is sent
C times.

Loadx,y,i,j =



0
when x, y /∈ BoundingBox(Ci, Cj)

Ti,j

when x, y = Ci ∨ x, y = Cj

Loadx−1,y,i,j + Loadx,y−1,i,j/2
when x = Cxj , y 6= Cyj

Loadx−1,y,i,j/2 + Loadx,y−1,i,j

when x 6= Cxj , y = Cyj

Loadx−1,y,i,j/2 + Loadx,y−1,i,j/2
when x 6= Cxj , y 6= Cyj

(10)
The details of the calculation are showin in Equation 10

and illustrated in Figure 12. We have simplified things
slightly by assuming thatCi is the upper-left andCj is the
lower right corner of this box. A similar set of equations
(not shown) are used to compute the load when this is not
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Figure 13: Total Bandwidth Demands: Total estimated
bandwidth demands for each network link in Figure 11.

the case.
Using this model we can then estimate the total amount

of network traffic that passes through any network switch
S(x,y):

Loadx,y =
∑
i,j

Loadx,y,i,j

Once we have an estimate of the total load for each net-
work switch, we must find a meaningful way to summarize
the information. Figure 13 illustrates the challenge. Here
we show the estimated load for each network switch for the
depth-first-stripe placement ofFFT. It is not obvious from
this raw information how the betwork will behave from a
bandwidth perspective. We tested many four ways to inter-
pret this graph. They are described here:

Average Average load of all net-
work switches: AverageLoad =
(
∑

x,y Loadx,y)/NumberSwitches.



Peak Maximum load of all network switches:
maxx,y(Loadx,y).

Average-Above-AverageThe average amount by which
the expected workloads exceed the average workload:∑

x,y(Loadx,y − AverageLoad)/NumberSwitches
whenLoadx,y > AverageLoad

Peak-Above-AverageThe maximum amount by which any
one expected workload exceeds the average workload:
maxx,y(Loadx,y)−AverageLoad

We computed each of these metrics for each layout, and
correlated them against another specially configured Wave-
Cache simulator. In this simulation, latency, data, and con-
tention for execution resources are free, but contention on
network switches is not. The results are shown in Table 2.
We see that the correlations are not as strong as in the other
models. Notice that as this component varies, the perfor-
mance of the system is typically not affected, as evidenced
by the fact of contributions of 0. The only time that the cor-
relation is meaningful is when the contribution is non-zero
as it is infft where it is .13.

Thus, we base our decision on the only situation where
changing the layout affects bandwidth. As with the other
component models, the aim is to select a metric with the
strongest negative correlation. In this respect the metric
that predicts bandwidth performance best is Peak-Above-
Average. Notice that the Average metric correlates strongly
in the opposite of the desired direction. At first this appears
to be an error, however, one can show through a derviation
thatAverageLoad ≈ k × Latency, wherek is a constant!
This is to say that Latency directly correlates with Aver-
ageLoad which in turn correlates inversely to Bandwidth per-
formance. This exposes one of the tradeoffs mentioned pre-
viously and discussed further in Section 7. The Latency and
Bandwidth models conflict in that a layout that is better with
respect to Bandwidth is worse from the perspective of La-
tency and vice versa.

6 Processing Element Contention

The fourth and final component of the placement problem
which we model is contention at the processing elements.
The PEs in the WaveCache have a limit on the number of in-
structions they are able to hold. If the number of instructions
assigned to a processing element exceeds this limit, the ex-
cess instructions must be stored in memory and swapped in
when required by execution. PEs use an LRU algorithm to
decide which instruction to replace. Like all cache misses,
performing these swaps incurs a performance penalty. For
the experiments presented in this paper PEs could hold up to
16 instructions at a time.

We use a simple model to estimate the amount of con-
tention there will be among instructions for space in the

WaveCache. The estimate is the number of instructions
which cannot fit in the PEs to which they are assigned. In the
following equationsPECapacity is the number of instruc-
tions which any PE can hold, andIP is the set of instructions
assigned to processing elementP .

PeContention =
∑
P


|IP | − PECapacity

when |IP | > PECapacity

0
otherwise

(11)
Despite this model’s simplicity, it is highly effective at

modeling grid space contention in the WaveCache. Fig-
ure 14 shows the experimental results. As with the other met-
rics, perfect correlation would be−1, as greater contention
should equate to lower performance. The average correlation
across all benchmarks and all layouts is−.61. The average
contribution was 0.91, indicating that contention has a sig-
nificant influence on performance.

Examining in more detail a graph of one of the more
weakly correlating benchmarksequake(also in Figure 14),
we see that by and large the contention metric correlates ex-
tremely well, but breaks down when the contention metric is
equal to0. Here we see that despite having no contention
for space in the WaveCache, performance suffers. Recall
that component IPC was measured with all other compo-
nents of the simulator idealized (immediate operand deliv-
ery, infinite interconnect bandwidth resources, and perfect
distributed cache coherence). However, if there was no con-
tention for PEs, there must have been some remaining re-
source that restricted performance. One possibility that re-
mains is contention for the ALU resources at the PE. Since
the ALU can execute only one instruction per cycle, naive
placements that do not attempt to exploit this are subject to
performance degradation. This is the case with theequake
benchmark and theSTRIPE placement (the lowest point on
the left of Figure 14).

When we remove the zero-contending points, also shown
in the table in Figure 14, the correlation increases dramati-
cally. This, along with the high contribution of performance
values suggest that tools should be careful to segment use of
PEs across disparate temporal sections of application execu-
tion in order to minimize swapping at PEs.

7 Unifying the Model

In order to develop the richest, most complete model with
which to guide an instruction placement optimization, we
must weigh all four of thses models. However there is a
fundamental tension in instruction placement, between shar-
ing, which exhorts us to keep instructions close together, and
finiteness of hardware resources, which encourages physical



Correlation Coefficient
Benchmark Average Peak Average-Above-Average Peak-Above-Average Component Contribution

fft 0.68 -0.35 -0.37 -0.44 0.13
ocean 0.02 0.56 0.65 0.40 0.00
equake -0.77 0.81 0.80 0.84 0.00

art -0.21 -0.06 -0.02 0.00 0.01
gzip -0.40 0.12 -0.12 0.32 0.00
mcf -0.66 0.30 0.28 0.42 0.01

Average -0.22 0.23 0.20 0.26 0.03

Table 2:Bandwidth Metric Correlations: Correlation coefficients of each of the four potential bandwidth metrics to IPC.
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Correlation Coefficient
Benchmark All Layouts Layouts with Contribution

non-zero
contention

fft -0.67 -0.98 2.20
ocean -0.65 -0.65 1.27
equake -0.54 -0.99 0.12

art -0.62 -0.56 0.81
gzip -0.54 -0.56 0.64
mcf -0.65 -1.00 0.43

Average -0.61 -0.79 0.91

Figure 14:Processing Element Contention Metric Evaluation:The table on the right shows the correlation of our PE
contention model to the simulated IPC. The graph shows the detailed data for one application:equake
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Figure 15:Performance Model v. Simulated IPCThe per-
formance predicted by the complete model (x-axis) corre-
lates with actual, simulated performance (y-axis) with a co-
efficient of -.82.

dispersion to balance the load more evenly.Latencyanddata
capture the first concern whilebandwidthandcontentionen-
capsulate the second.

Here we unify these four metrics, balancing the packing-
dispersion tradeoff by weighting each model according to its
relativecontribution. The overall model is simply a weighted
sum of each of the four sub-models as shown in Equation 12.
The coefficient for a component, such asContriblatency for
latency, is the average contribution across all benchmarks.

EstimatedPerformance =
Contriblatency × Latency
Contribdata ×Data
Contribbandwidth ×Bandwidth
ContribPeContention × PEContention

(12)
For each of the forty-eight data points (six benchmarks,

eight layouts each) we calculated a combined model score
according to Equation 12. We then simulated each layout
on a fully-featured, non-idealized simulator. The graph in
Figure 15 shows the correlation between predicted and mea-
sured performance. The correlation coefficient for this data
is -.82.

Because each benchmark has a different amount of inher-
ent parallelism, we must normalize the IPCs for each appli-
cation. A normalized IPC of 0 is simply the lowest observed
IPC for some benchmark, while 1 is the highest. Similarly
we must normalize the component model values before com-
bining them into a single model. This is because each com-
ponent produces an output with a different order of magni-
tude. For example rawlatencyscores, as they are a sum over
all of the dataflow edges in the application, are quite large,
on the order of millions, while rawdatascores are miss rates
ranging from 0 to 1. The component model outputs are nor-
malized, per model, per application.

While this combined model performs well, it is not exactly

Correlation Coefficients
Training Set Test Set Training Data Test Data

all except fft fft -0.86 -0.83
all except ocean ocean -0.89 -0.68
all except equake equake -0.83 -0.95

all except art art -0.84 -0.88
all except gzip gzip -0.85 -0.87
all except mcf mcf -0.84 -0.90

Average -.85

Table 3: Combined Performance Model EvaluationThe
first column of data in shows the average correlation of pre-
dicted to actual performance for the training data. The sec-
ond column shows its correlation to the test set.

fair to evaluate the model on the very same data from which
it was derived. Because the model is meant to be predictive,
a more meaningful evaluation of its quality would be to mea-
sure how well it predicts the performance of an application
to which it has not yet been exposed. This practice of sepa-
rating data intotraining andtestsets is commonplace in the
field of machine learning. A model must be developed based
on thetraining data and evaluated using thetestdata.

With this evaluation technique in mind, we divided our
benchmark data into six pairs of trianing and test data sets.
For instance, one training set consists of all benchmarks ex-
ceptfft and the corresponding tests set contains onlyfft. We
then built each model based only on the training data. Deriv-
ing a model from certain benchmarks means that the average
contributions were calculated based only on those bench-
marks. The resulting model was then evaluated on the test
data. The first column of data in Figure 3 shows the average
correlation of predicted to actual performance for the train-
ing data. The second column shows its correlation to the test
set.

As can be seen in Table 3, the model’s prediction still cor-
relates quite strongly with actual performance. The average
coefficient of correlation is -.85. We believe that this is an ex-
tremely positive result, indicating that the model developed
here provides an accurate and quickly calculable heuristic
with which to guide layout optimization.

8 Conclusion

This paper demonstrates a framework by which an accurate
performance model for a distributed ILP architecture can be
developed. The predicted performance from model devel-
oped herein correlates to actual performance with a -.85 cor-
relation. This accuracy makes the model not only a fast but
effective tool with which to evaluate an instruction place-
ment on the WaveScalar architecture. Such a tool enables a
heuristic search through the space of application placements



for the one which will result in the best application perfor-
mance.
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